TripleA-reno special newsletter edition

**Road Home Show is almost over!**

In the latest newsletters, we informed you that the TripleA-reno Road Show around Europe could not happen this year due to the COVID-19 pandemic. As the situation is slowly improving, the project is organising hybrid events in the upcoming weeks.

In the meantime, we also filmed virtual tours inside the project demonstration buildings all over Europe, check them on our **Youtube channel**!
UIPI goes on tour!
TripleA-reno partner UIPI is going on ‘Renovation Tour’ in Budapest, Liège and Bilbao & Vitoria, as part of our Home Show! UIPI will bring the European Commission's climate goals closer to citizens and property owners, by steering locally relevant political debates and proposing practical solutions from existing European and local initiatives. A series of practical workshop panels will showcase cutting-edge solutions and innovations, and available assistance to facilitate renovation, such as the TripleA-reno project. Interested? You can subscribe at the following links:

- Budapest (HU), 17 September 2021 – [registration link](#) / [programme](#)
- Liège (BE), 24 September 2021 – [registration link](#) / [programme](#)
- Bilbao & Vitoria 28 October 2021 – registration link and programme TBA

ACE Board Game webinar

Play the Energy Transition Board Game with the TripleA-reno partners the Architects' Council of Europe

The Energy Transition board game is one of the results of the TripleA-reno project, meant to be played in multiple ownership buildings’ renovations. This board game guides players in their quest to find out how to make an existing home energy efficient, gas-free, or energy neutral! The game promotes the discussion about building renovation technical solutions, investments and feedback, facilitating the decision-making process between the building inhabitants and architects, engineers and also municipalities. It can be used at training, events, fairs, exhibitions, sustainability days, open days to engage with any variety of “players”, from city staff, construction and energy professionals, to students and homeowners.

Let's play together and join the [ACE team TripleA-reno Board Game webinar on 6 October 10.00-11.30 am (CET)](#).
A podcast with TripleA-reno partners
Architects in EU research

As a virtual event of our Home Show, TripleA-reno partner Dr Veronika Schröpfer, Head of EU Research Projects at the Architects’ Council of Europe (ACE), interviewed Dr César Mifsut Garcia, architect at Entidad Valenciana de Vivienda y Suelo (EVHA) and project partner as well.
For many home occupants, the renovation process seems difficult and hard to understand.
During the podcast, the two speakers discussed how TripleA-reno has tried to overcome these barriers by clear, unambiguous and meaningful information and communication on proven performance data concerning energy, IEQ and personal health.
Listen to the podcast on Spreaker and other podcast platforms.
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